For Immediate Release
THE NORMAN FOSTER FOUNDATION PRESENTS ‘ON CITIES’ MASTERCLASS SERIES

Madrid, 21 April 2021
The Norman Foster Foundation (NFF) presents the ‘On Cities’ Masterclass Series, a series of thirty-minute-long
masterclasses which explores the most pressing and compelling topics related to contemporary cities. Given
by twenty leading experts in the fields of architecture, urbanism, economics and mobility, this video series
supports the NFF’s extensive educational programme by promoting an exchange of knowledge across a range
of geographic and disciplinary perspectives.
While cities undoubtedly offer significant advantages in the realm of education, health care and social
services, urbanisation is widely regarded as one of the fundamental challenges for public health, social equity
and environmental sustainability. In many parts of the world, urbanisation has made cities more spatially
fragmented, less environmentally responsive and more socially divided. To meet these challenges, speakers will
touch on key themes such as urban leadership, urban form and equity, urban informality, urban food systems,
urban sustainability, urban materiality, urban mobility, working and well-being, urban economics and city
behaviour, among other topics.
In addition to an introductory masterclass given by Norman Foster (President, Norman Foster Foundation),
in which he considers the future of cities and the crises that they have overcome throughout their history,
contributing speakers include the following experts:
Yvonne Aki-Sawyerr (Mayor of Freetown, Sierra Leone); Joseph G Allen (Director of the Healthy Buildings
Program, T. H. Chan School of Public Health, Harvard University); Deborah Berke (Dean, Yale’s School of
Architecture); Luis Bettencourt (Inaugural Director, Mansueto Institute for Urban Innovation, University of
Chicago); Richard Burdett (Director, LSE Cities); Vishaan Chakrabarti (William W. Wurster Dean, College of
Environmental Design, University of California, Berkeley); Robin Chase (Cofounder, ZipCar); Fonna Forman
(Founding Director, Center on Global Justice, University of California, San Diego); Sou Fujimoto (Founder, Sou
Fujimoto Architects); Edward Glaeser (Fred and Eleanor Glimp Professor of Economics, Harvard University);
Dirk Hebel (Professor, Sustainable Construction, Karlsruhe Institut für Technologie); Francis Kéré (Founder, Kéré
Architecture and Kéré Foundation); Anupama Kundoo (Principal, Anupama Kundoo Architects); Kent Larson
(Director, MIT City Science Research Group); Giuseppe Sala (Mayor of Milan, Italy); Carolyn Steel (Director,
Kilburn Nightingale Architects); Tim Stonor (Managing Director, Space Syntax); Belinda Tato (Cofounder and
Codirector, Ecosistema Urbano) and Theresa Williamson (Founder and Director, Catalytic Communities).
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As the inaugural series of the NFF’s digital initiatives to come, the ‘On Cities’ Masterclass Series will be soon
followed by the release of the ‘On Archives’ Masterclass Series, in which the most fundamental aspects related
to architectural archives and libraries around the world will be considered, and the ‘Future Cities’ Conversation
Series, a virtual dialogue series in which Norman Foster will reflect on the future of cities alongside ten leading
voices and visionaries.
The masterclasses included in this series are part of the Norman Foster Foundation’s Education and Research
Programme and have been developed thanks to the research fellowships supported by BYD, Crankstart
Foundation, David and Nina Fialkow, Ford Foundation, Lisa and Richard Cashin and Rolex Institute.
The Norman Foster Foundation wishes to especially thank Bloomberg Philanthropies for its generous support
in the production of this series.
The ‘On Cities’ Masterclass Series is currently available for viewing here.

Norman Foster Foundation
The Norman Foster Foundation promotes interdisciplinary thinking and research to help new generations
anticipate the future.
The first mission of the Norman Foster Foundation is to promote the importance of architecture, infrastructure
and urbanism for the betterment of society. To this end, the second mission is to encourage new thinking and
research across traditional boundaries to help younger generations anticipate the challenges of future change.
In particular, it addresses those professionals who are concerned with the environment—architects, engineers,
designers, urbanists, civic leaders, planners and artists. This is at the heart of a holistic approach to design
and is ever more relevant as populations shift to cities. With the implications of climate change, robotics and
artificial intelligence, sustainable design is not about fashion but about survival.
The Foundation holds the Norman Foster Archive and Library, which provide a window into the larger narrative
and history of our built environment through the work of Norman Foster. This is complemented and supported
by drawings and models from other significant architects such as Claude-Nicolas Ledoux, Le Corbusier, Mies
van der Rohe, Charles and Ray Eames, Buckminster Fuller, Richard Rogers, Zaha Hadid, and Tadao Ando.
Through its research initiatives and programmes, the Norman Foster Foundation encourages the transfer of
advanced knowledge in a wide range of design fields. The Foundation’s educational initiatives are structured
around research and workshops, fellowships and forums around the Foundation’s core objectives.
The Norman Foster Foundation is based in Madrid and operates globally.
Visit www.normanfosterfoundation.org for more information.
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